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Geographic Factors in Site Selection for 
Value-Added Coal Projects  

• Preliminary site inventory Conducted in September by WBC and 
Site Consultants

• Informed by early contacts from prospect companies

• Collaborative effort with  private owners , utility companies, and 
other resource experts.

• Results begin to define our starting point as we move towards a 
new industrial model for the region



Why do we need an inventory of sites?

• Developers want choices including a variety of attributes and pricing of sites.

• They want competitive options for feedstock supplies and transportation of 
finished products.

• Different processes have different needs including:
• Product delivery (liquids, solids and gases)

• Feedstock  supplies that are not “sole source” (competition)

• Utility requirements

• Off take possibilities for products such as excess power, CO2, and water.

• Transport options  in and out

• Co-location with similar symbiotic  processes.



Process  for creating inventories of 
sites:

Step 1 

Identify sites

Step 2 
Inventory sites

Step 3 

Classify sites



Step 1  – Identify 
Sites • Known sites

• Known natural resource bases

• Known utility information

• Known transportation routes and methods

• Identify ownership; make contact 

• Ascertain interest in development

Efficient pathway at this time 
is to utilize readily available 
information : 



Distribution of 
Potential Sites is 
Regional in Nature

REFERENCED TO KNOWN  RESOURCES SUCH AS 
COAL, GAS,  WATER, AND BIOMASS



Regional Distribution of Sites in NE 
Wyoming



PURPOSE

• Purpose of initial inventory 
was to establish a baseline for  
potential public/private 
investment in infrastructure 

GOAL

• The goal was to create targets 
for  investment in  “shovel 
ready sites” over time – with a 
dynamic ability to add and 
subtract opportunities as new 
sites are added and others 
drop out or are utilized

Candidate sites were initially known as 
potential locations- but there are others  
out there and should also be examined and 
added as resources and circumstances 
allow.



Step 2  –
Inventory  Sites

• Simple locational information referenced to 
communities

• Readily available utility information primarily 
electrical and telecommunications

• Proximity  to known natural resource base  
such as coal, water, natural gas and biomass

• Referenced to existing transport methods such 
as rail, pipelines and  transmission  lines

The most cost effective 
pathway at this time is to 
utilize readily available 
information : 



Inventory Items:

Geographic Attributes

Current Land-use and Opportunities

Detailed Site Inventory

Electrical

Telecommunications

Water Potable

Industrial

Wastewater

Transport and Resource  
Considerations

Rail

Existing Feedstock Systems

Off- take Potentials Figure 3. Fort Union Site 
Vicinity



Step 3  – Classify 
Sites

• Typical Plant footprints

• Likely categories of products

• Possible transport methods for 
different products

• Likely feedstock mixes and volumes

• Likely methods of getting products to 
market.

Apply subjective analysis 
based on known 
processes.

Consider logistic needs of 
potential developers



Classification of 
Sites

Executive Summary

This site, also known as the Fort Union Industrial 
Park, is in Campbell County about 5 miles northeast 
of Gillette on Garner Lake Road. It is the former site 
of the Fort Union coal mine and the K-fuels plant. 
The net available area is about 350 acres however 
this is part of a much larger parcel which is currently 
restricted by ongoing mine reclamation activity.  
The site is owned by Green Bridge Holdings

Potential Uses

This site would be suitable for everything from small 
pilot and pre- commercial facilities up to several 
medium size or perhaps one large conversion 
facility.  Proximity to rail and multiple feedstock 
sources may be attractive to a multi- product coal 
refinery, producing both solid and high value liquid 
products.  Production and transportation of higher 
volumes of low value liquid fuel or chemical 
products would probably require development of 
pipeline infrastructure which is currently not 
available near the site. Large power generation 
complexes nearby might also make cogeneration 
possible under the right pricing scenario.

ELECTRICAL

•Large capacity in the area

•Low capacity on site

TELECOMM

•Fiber Optic Service is limited in 
the area

•Limited Copper service in the 
area

TRANSPORT

•Rail on site

•Good highway access

•No transport pipelines nearby

APPEAL

Near operating coal mines with 
large coal reserves

• Near large  power plant complexes

•Existing coal handling and storage 
facilities on site.

•Large natual gas supply pipline  on 
site

Figure 1. Fort Union - Key 

Site Attributes



What have we 
learned thus 
far?

There are a three 
major types of sites:

1. Resource rich sites

2. Infrastructure rich sites

3. Combined sites



Resource Rich 
Site Attributes:

1. Are usually near or on developed 
mine sites or proposed mine sites

2. May contain multiple resource 
bases on the same site i.e. coal, 
water and natural gas

3. Are usually greenfield sites

4. May be the best locations for  
larger, long term integrated 
development

5. Epitomize the potential of the 
“Heartland”  Model”



Example of a 
Resource Rich 
Site: 

Young’s Creek

• Permitted, but not yet 
constructed coal mine

• 8,000 Acres of surface 
ownership and coal 
leases

• Fee ownership of coal

• Transport infrastructure 
already in the area



Infrastructure 
Rich Site 
Attributes:

1. Are usually not on mine sites or proposed mine sites –
Feed stocks must be transported in.

2. They still may contain one or two resource bases on the  
site i.e. water or natural gas.

3. Some are brownfield  sites that have or could be 
repurposed.

4. Are cost effective, short term development options.

5. May not be the best locations for large,  integrated 
development 

6. Could form the core of a  “Heartland  Model”

7. They may excel at transport options for moving 
products to market



Example of an 
Infrastructure Rich Site: 

Upton

• Repurposed brownfield site

• On the BNSF mainline with 
15,000 linear feet of offline track 
and approved expansion plans

• Full water, sewer and streets

• Heavy power and natural gas on 
site

• Connected to transport 
pipelines and electrical 
transmission



Combined Site 
Attributes:

1. Are usually  near  or on developed mine 
sites – feed stocks  are nearby.

2. They may contain multiple resource bases. 

3. Are often brownfield  sites that have been 
or could be repurposed

4. Are cost effective, short-term development 
options

5. May not be the best locations for larger 
integrated development.

6. Could form the core of a  “Heartland  
Model” but may need investment in 
additional infrastructure and land.

7. They contain useful feedstock handling 
equipment as well as storage capacity.



Example of a Combined 
Site:

Fort Union

• Brownfield site; repurposed coal mine

• Existing rail loop; coal handling and 
storage

• Water on site

• Disposal wells

• Heavy natural gas transport on site.

• May need power, telecommunications 
and pipeline upgrades.

• Near existing mines and power plants.

• Existing carbon conversion already on 
site.



Where do we go 
from here?

Pilot Inventory should be expanded to include 
more sites and more information about existing 
sites. Additional information would include:

• A detailed engineering study of potential 
infrastructure improvements including cost 
analysis.

• Company input on desired and necessary 
improvements to sites.

• Identification of  financing methods that 
recognize  current legal limitations  on use of State 
funding to aid private business

Infrastructure Authority? 

Bonding?

Direct State investment in 
equity position?



Other  Research 
Needs:

• We need a better understanding of transport 
costs and options:

More efficient and cost effective ways of 
delivering feedstocks  (coal slurry 
systems?)

Extension and linkages for product 
delivery including:

Pipelines

Manifest rail 

Transmission from cogeneration

• What to do with CO2 – EOR does appear to 
be the total answer (Integrated Test Center 
products?)

• How do we finance and develop completely 
“Shovel Ready” Sites? 
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Questions ?????

THANK  YOU!!!


